20-21 July   *
General Fanjul, former Deputy in the Cortes, was captured in
arms. General Herraz is among the dead. It is officially stated
that over 1,000 officers are prisoners.
the jarrow march to london
There have recently been proposals to set up a steel-works
at Jarrow to relieve the distress and unemployment there, but
these have now fallen through. Jarrow Town Council have,
therefore, decided to organise a march to London to present a
petition to the Government.
the olympic games
A start was made at Olympia, in Greece, with the Olympic
Games, which are held this year in Berlin. As buglers sounded
the reveille at dawn from the top of Mount Kronion, a crowd
surged into the sacred precincts to listen to preliminary
speeches. At noon M. Constantine Kondylis, the first torch-
bearer, went up to the special altar in the stadium on which the
sacred fire was burning; it had been kindled by the sun's rays,
focused through a lens in the ruins of the Temple of Zeus. M.
Kondylis took the oath to keep the laws of the Olympiad for the
benefit of mankind and the progress of civilisation. The torch
was lit at the altar and handed to him by a girl, and he then
set off on the first kilometre stage accompanied by twenty-four
honorary torch-bearers.
A sculptor's cigars
About ninety years ago the sculptor Thomas von Schwan-
thaler modelled and cast some statues in bronze at Munich for
transport to Vienna. The sculptor was an ardent cigar-smoker,
and, to avoid the heavy Austrian duty, he filled his statues with
boxes of cigars sealed in tin sheeting. Unfortunately, on the
journey between Munich and Vienna he caught cold, and by
the time he was well the figures, firmly cemented and mounted,
had been set up in the Freyung Square. Now that repairs are
to be made to the statues there is some excitement concerning
the fate of the cigars.
Tuesday 21	spain: confusing reports
News from Spain is still confused. The insurgents apparently
control important centres in various parts of the country. A
large force of insurgents under General Mola is said to be
marching on Madrid from the north, and another body under
General Queipo de Llano is advancing northward from Seville.
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